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For the Sake of Argument 2014-12-04 the test of this
kind of book is for the reader to be able to open it
anywhere and be drawn into the argument it s a test
that hitchens passes time and time again he can be
devilishly funny but he is also capable of writing with
acid seriousness the independent the global turmoil of
the late 1980s and early 1990s severely tested every
analyst and commentator few wrote with such insight as
christopher hitchens about the large events or with
such discernment and wit about the small tell tale
signs of a disordered culture first published in 1993
the writings in for the sake of argument range from the
political squalor of washington to the twilight of
stalinizm in prague from the jewish quarter of damascus
in the aftermath of the gulf war to the embattled
barrios of central america hitchens provides re
assessments of graham greene p g woodhouse and c l r
james and his rogues gallery gives us portraits of
henry kissinger mother theresa and p j o rouke the
addition of pieces on political assassination in
america as well as a devastating indictment of the
evisceration of politics by pollsters and spin doctors
and an entertaining celebration of booze and fags
complete this outstanding collection from a writer of
unequalled talent
For the Sake of Argument 2004-05 what role does reason
play in our lives what role should it play and are
claims to rationality liberating or oppressive for the
sake of argument addresses questions such as these to
consider the relationship between thought and character
eugene garver brings aristotle s rhetoric to bear on
practical reasoning to show how the value of such
thinking emerges when members of communities deliberate
together persuade each other and are persuaded by each
other that is to say when they argue garver roots
deliberation and persuasion in political friendship
instead of a neutral impersonal framework of justice
through incisive readings of examples in modern legal
and political history from brown v board of education
to the south african truth and reconciliation
commission he demonstrates how acts of deliberation and
persuasion foster friendship among individuals leading
to common action amid diversity in an aristotelian
sense there is a place for pathos and ethos in rational



thought passion and character have as pivotal a role in
practical reasoning as logic and language
For the Sake of Argument 2016-11-15 academic philosophy
can be puzzling to newcomers the conventions terms and
expectations entrenched among philosophers aren t
always clear from the outside why are philosophers so
preoccupied with finding the truth doesn t everyone
have their own philosophy is philosophy so deep and
difficult that its literature has to be
incomprehensible what kinds of arguments can there be
for a philosophical position where does the evidence
come from why is there so much jargon wouldn t it be
better to do away with it altogether best selling
author and retired philosophy professor robert martin
answers these questions and many more offering a
practical guide to arguing and writing philosophically
anecdotes jokes asides digressions oddments and
entertainments are included throughout resulting in an
informal introduction that doesn t shy away from the
nuts and bolts of philosophical argument
For the sake of argument 2008 academic philosophy can
be puzzling to newcomers the conventions terms and
expectations entrenched among philosophers aren t
always clear from the outside why are philosophers so
preoccupied with finding the truth doesn t everyone
have their own philosophy is philosophy so deep and
difficult that its literature has to be
incomprehensible what kinds of arguments can there be
for a philosophical position where does the evidence
come from why is there so much jargon wouldn t it be
better to do away with it altogether best selling
author and retired philosophy professor robert martin
answers these questions and many more offering a
practical guide to arguing and writing philosophically
anecdotes jokes asides digressions oddments and
entertainments are included throughout resulting in an
informal introduction that doesn t shy away from the
nuts and bolts of philosophical argument
For the Sake of Argument 2016-11-15 for the sake of
argument one must never let a euphemism or a false
consolation pass uncontested the truth seldom lies but
when it does lie it lies somewhere in between the
global turmoil of the last few years has severely
tested every analyst and commentator few have written



with such insight as christopher hitchens about the
large events or with such discernment and with about
the small tell tale signs of a disordered culture for
the sake of argument ranges from the political squalor
of washington as a beleaguered bush administration
seeks desperately to stave off disaster and clinton
prepares for power to the twilight of stalinism in
prague from the jewish quarter of damascus in the
aftermath of the gulf war to the embattled barrios of
central america and the imperishable resistance of
saralevo as a difficult peace is negotiated with
ruthless foes hitchens unsparing account of western
realpolitik in the end shows it to rest on delusion as
well as deception the reader will find in these pages
outstanding essays on political asassination in america
as well as a scathing review of the evisceration of
politics by pollsters and spin doctors hitchens
knowledge of the tortuous history of revolutions in the
twentieth century helps him to explain both the new
york intelligentsia s flirtation with trotskyism and
the frailty of communist power structures in eastern
europe hitchens pointed reassessments of graham greene
p g wodehouse and c l r james or his riotous
celebration of drinkiny and smoking display an engaging
enthusiasm and an acerbic wit equally entertaining is
his unsparing rogues gallery which gives us
unforgettable portraits of the lugubrious dr kissinger
the comprehensively reactionary mother teresa the
preposterous paul johnson and the predictable p j o
rourke
For the Sake of Argument 1993 essays discuss
international politics modern conservatism politicians
and literature
For Argument's Sake 1989-11 this concise rhetoric
features practical advice for writing the four most
common types of argument factual causal evaluation and
recommendation structured around three main phases of
writing focusing supporting and reviewing for argument
s sake fifth edition helps students find and focus a
claim gather and organize supporting information and
refine and polish their argument numerous sample
arguments including several pieces written by students
illustrate principles and strategies for strong
compelling writing



For the Sake of Argument 1994-08-31 suppositions made
for the sake of the argument sometimes conflict with
our beliefs and when they do some beliefs are rejected
and others retained thanks to such hypothetical belief
contravention adding content to a supposition can
undermine conclusions reached without it subversion can
also arise because suppositional reasoning is
ampliative these two types of nonmonotonicity are the
focus of this book
For the Sake of Argument 1979 ranging across the
literary and cultural landscapes of the united states
great britain and australia for argument s sake brings
together forty five essays and reviews on an array of
writers and other artists including steven amsterdam
saul bellow j m coetzee walter van tilburg clark sophie
cunningham joan didion e l doctorow dave eggers delia
falconer william faulkner ernest hemingway washington
irving edward p jones claire keegan jamaica kincaid
lisa lang cormac mccarthy tom mccarthy carson mccullers
herman melville phillip meyer vladimir nabokov dylan
nice michael sala mary shelley randolph stow mark twain
david foster wallace eudora welty patrick white john
williams and tim winton
For Arguments Sake -Lib 2007-01-01 ��������������������
������������������������������ ��� ����� �������������
��������������� ���������������������� �������
For Argument's Sake 1995-09 ������������������� �������
����� �427 �347 � �������������������������������������
������������������� ����������������� �����������������
��������� ������������
For the Sake of the Argument 1996 this volume contains
12 papers addressed to researchers and advanced
students in informal logic and related fields such as
argumentation formal logic and communications among the
issues discussed are attempts to rethink the nature of
argument and of inference the role of dialectical
context and the standards for evaluating inferences and
to shed light on the interfaces between informal logic
and argumentation theory rhetoric formal logic and
cognitive psychology
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